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Couples who have been together for years can still find ways to  
surprise each another — or be surprised. Such was the case for each 

of the four couples featured in our 11th Annual Wedding Guide. 

For Carolyn Chang and Chris Wells, that surprise came from a 
change of venue. While they had planned an outdoor ceremony at 

the Rose Well House, a special site where they shared a magical 
midnight kiss, showers forced the ceremony into Indiana Memorial 
Union’s Tudor Room. Jourdan Eastling and Sarah Hugus had an 
even bigger surprise — the fact that they could get married at all. 

When Jourdan proposed to Sarah, same-sex marriage wasn’t legal in 
Indiana; by the time the big day rolled around, it was. Jenna Leichty 

describes her entire courtship to Macey Dale as full of surprises, 
from his suggestion that they live together to the elaborate surprise 
engagement party he pulled o� after the proposal. And who would 

have thought a well-traveled, big-city couple like Georgiya Djibirova 
and Kerry Mitchell would wind up getting married in McCormick’s 
Creek State Park? The venue was the perfect fit, reflecting the core 

beliefs of both bride and groom. 

We invite you to read their stories and be inspired to create your 
own surprising celebration!  

COVER: Bride Carolyn Wells. Photo by InBloom Photography

pleasant surprises !
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Carolyn Chang and Chris Wells 
were wed by family friend Marc 
LeClere in front of the dramatic 
Tudor Room windows.
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When Carolyn Chang recalls her fi rst meet-
ing with Chris Wells, it doesn’t sound like 
the stu�  of fairytales. They met on move-in 
day at Indiana University in 2010 when 
she was a sophomore and he was a junior. 
Carolyn, now 25, recalls, “I was in a bad 
mood because of the strain of moving in on 
the same day as everyone else.” There must 
have been more to the encounter, however. 
Chris, 26, says, “She still made a good im-
pression on me!” 

As resident assistants at Willkie Residence 
Center, the two spent the year getting to 
know each other, hanging out and going 
to the movies with groups of friends. The 
following year, Chris studied in Spain while 
Carolyn taught English in Taiwan. They 
relied on Facebook to keep up with each 

other’s lives. Somehow, friendship turned 
to courtship, and when they returned to 
Bloomington, they began dating. On one 
date, they waited until midnight to steal a 
kiss in the Rose Well House because they’d 
heard the legend that couples who do so stay 
together forever.

They dated for three years, then moved 
to Chicago after graduation. When Chris 
decided to propose in 2014, he fi rst asked for 
permission from Carolyn’s parents, Deborah 
Sun and Stephen Chang. They assented on 
the condition that their daughter fulfi ll her 
intention to complete an M.B.A. It was a good 
thing Chris took the old-fashioned route. 
After he popped the question, Carolyn’s fi rst 
response was, “Did you ask my mom?” 

With an August 20, 2016, date set, they 
enlisted Morgan Banks of Ashley Weddings 
and Events as their wedding planner.

Carolyn and Chris at the Rose Well House, site of a 
legendary midnight kiss that is supposed to guarantee 
a forever love. 

Photos by InBloom Photography

A Dramatic
tudor room wedding
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Deep purple linens set off 
mauve and gold accents.
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Though they had decided to hold their ceremony at the Rose Well House where 
they had that legendary kiss, rain forced them to relocate to the Indiana Memorial 
Union. Chris credits Banks with smoothly pulling o�  the 11th-hour move into the Tu-
dor Room, where they also held the reception. “She made everything look incredible, 
took care of all the logistics, and even arranged the fl owers,” Chris says. 

During a ceremony backlit by the Tudor Room’s dramatic windows, Carolyn’s 
father accompanied her down the aisle. Bridesmaid Allison LeClere’s father, Marc 
LeClere, had been ordained on the internet for the nuptials. “We knew Marc would 
be su�  ciently emotional and funny for the occasion,” Chris says. Bridesmaids were 
three of Carolyn’s college roommates and her sister Christy. Groomsmen were Chris’ 
brothers and his best friend, Duncan Lawrence. It was Duncan who, at the last minute, 
found a YouTube video to teach the men how to tie their bowties.

At the reception, gold chargers gleamed on deep purple linens around centerpieces 
of mauve roses and hydrangeas. IMU Catering served a dinner of poached pear and 
goat cheese salad, broccoli and gouda–stu� ed chicken breast, herb-encrusted beef 
tenderloin, and vegetable Wellington. The three-tiered almond cake with raspberry 
fi lling, fondant, and gold trim was from IMU’s Sugar & Spice shop. 

InBloom Photography took the o�  cial photos, but at a photo booth supplied by 
IMU Catering, guests wrote messages on photo strips to include in the wedding album. 
Chris’ bartender brother, Nick Wells, invented a signature cocktail for the reception 
and named it the C&C. “People kept going back for those,” laughs Chris.   

The couple deferred their honeymoon until IU’s winter break, then traveled to 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Taipei, Taiwan, where Carolyn’s extended family held 
additional receptions.   

True to their word, the couple now lives in Bloomington where Carolyn is complet-
ing her M.B.A. and Chris works for PricewaterhouseCoopers. —Erin Hollinden

(top) The bridal party in a traditional scene at the 
Sample Gates. 

(above) The three-tiered almond cake with gold trim 
from Sugar & Spice at the Indiana Memorial Union. 

(left) A perfect kiss. 
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Celebrate Their Love 
with marriage

able to
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ne cold, snowy day in January 2014, 
Jourdan Eastling asked Sarah Hugus 

if she wanted to drive to Lake Monroe and 
have a picnic on the wintery beach. Enjoying 
a glass of wine, Sarah turned to fi nd Jourdan 
on one knee, proposing that they spend the 
rest of their lives together. Sarah never saw 
it coming. 

“I thought she was kidding!” the 25-year 
old Indianapolis native says. As disbelief 
gave way to delight, Sarah said “yes.”

Jourdan, also 25 and a native of Lowell, 
Indiana, met Sarah in 2010 when the two 
Indiana University students joined the 
women’s rugby team. As teammates, they 
were slow to warm up to one another, but 
eventually became close friends. In 2011, 
friendship turned into something more.

“That fi rst year, it took us awhile to get 
to know each other,” Sarah says. “But after 
our sophomore year, none of our other 

friends stayed through the summer. Just 
Jourdan and me, and that’s when it started 
to happen.” 

“That’s when we started to fall in love,” 
Jourdan fi nishes. 

On that snowy day in January when 
Jourdan proposed, same-sex couples 
couldn’t marry in Indiana. So rather than 
planning an elaborate ceremony spilling 
with tradition, together they planned a 
party that concentrated on celebrating their 
commitment and love. 

As winter melted into spring, the U.S. 
District Court declared Indiana’s same-sex 
marriage ban to be unconstitutional. The 
U.S. Supreme Court upheld the decision, 
and same-sex marriage became legal in 
Indiana on October 6, 2014. 

All of a sudden, the couple was no longer 
planning just a party to celebrate their com-
mitment. Now they had an actual wedding 

Photos by Icarus Photography

(opposite page) Jourdan Eastling (left) 
and Sarah Hugus share a quiet moment 
before their ceremony. 

(above) Sarah and Jourdan Hugus 
celebrate with friends and family as 
they walk up the aisle. Until same-sex 
marriage was legalized in October 
2014, the couple had planned to have 
a commitment ceremony, making their 
wedding day especially sweet. 
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to plan, something that was equally exhilarating and exhausting. 
Fortunately for Jourdan and Sarah, loving friends and family helped 
by lending hands whenever possible. 

Sarah’s mother coordinated the taco bar dinner menu details 
with Terry’s Catering. The couple asked Bloomin’ Tons Floral Co. 
to add subtle fl oral accents to complement the natural look and feel 
of the Clubhouse at The Fields, where the wedding and reception 
took place. The cake was from Rainbow Bakery. And everything was 
captured in photos by Katy Lengacher of Icarus Photography. 

Sarah was accompanied down the aisle by her mother, Bobi 
Eastman, and her father, Steve Hugus. Jourdan’s parents, Grant 
and Tracie Eastling, walked with her. Both women chose to have a 
sibling by her side: Sarah’s sister, Sam Hugus, served as her maid 

Captions go here. 

1

2

3

4
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1.  Jourdan with her parents, 
Grant and Tracie Eastling. 

2.  Sarah’s parents, Steve Hugus 
and Bobi Eastman, accompanied 
her down the aisle. 

3.  The couple had a trio of “fl ower 
babies” in lieu of a traditional 
fl ower girl. Levi Perlmutter pulls 
brother Hudson and sister Parker 
down the aisle. 

4.  A kiss seals their union as 
Sarah’s uncle and offi ciant Ron 
Wohrle looks on. 

5.  It was a perfect autumn day for a 
photo under the Sample Gates. 
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Captions go here. 

1.  Sarah and Jourdan share their fi rst dance 
at the reception, held at the Clubhouse at 
The Fields. 

2.  Bloomin’ Tons Floral Co. added subtle 
fl oral accents to capture the natural feel 
of the reception setting. 

1

2 3

4

3.  A traditional cake with a slightly 
untraditional topper. 

4.  Guests helped themselves to a 
taco bar buffet.

of honor, while Jourdan’s brother, Grant Eastling Jr., served as her 
“best man of honor.” 

The couple asked Sarah’s uncle Ron Wohrle to o�  ciate. “He’s not 
a minister, but he’s also gay, and we have a very special relationship 
with him,” Jourdan says. “We’re not religious, so we wanted some-
one we love and are close to to marry us, and Ron was the perfect fi t.” 
He was ordained through the Universal Life Church especially for 
the occasion. 

Wedding guests were encouraged to dress in whatever pleased 
them. “We just wanted people to be comfortable and happy,” Sarah says.

Looking back, Sarah and Jourdan recall how much love they felt 
that day from their guests. 

“It wasn’t a normal, traditional wedding in any sense, except for 
the fact that we were actually allowed and able to celebrate our love 
with marriage,” Jourdan says. —Sara Sheikh
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Surprisesa courtship 
   full of

Though Macey Dale and Jenna Leichty both 
attended Indiana University, their paths 
never crossed, and if they hadn’t been set 
up on a blind date by one of Jenna’s sorority 
sisters, they might never have met. 

Jenna describes their courtship as full of 
surprises. When Macey suggested living to-
gether, she was surprised because they had 
been dating just six months. She didn’t see 
his marriage proposal coming either, though 
they had shopped for rings at Goldcasters 
months before. (“She doesn’t get to pick out 
my clothes,” 
says Macey, “so 
I didn’t want
to pick out 
her jewelry.”) 

Even when 
Macey greeted 
her after work 
one evening 
with a roman-
tic picnic of 
charcuterie 

and Champagne, she was clueless until 
he pulled the ring out of his pocket. Then, 
Macey remembers, “Her eyes got twice as 
big as her head.” 

Soon after, Jenna was once again 
astonished when a small gathering at 

(opposite page) Bride Jenna Dale, née Leichty,  shares a fi rst dance with her new husband, Macey Dale. 
(above) 1. Flowers were provided by Harvest Moon Flowers, owned by Macey’s mother, Linda Chapman. 2. Macey’s 
family: (l-r) sister Anna Dale; dad, Deryl Dale; Macey, and mom, Linda. 3. Jenna’s twin sister, Jill Roth (far left), 
served as her matron of honor, and several of her Kappa Delta sorority sisters were bridesmaids.

Photos by Lauren Wakefi eld 

1 2

3
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Oliver Winery turned out to be an elaborate engagement party with 
extended family. 

Throughout 2014 and 2015, the couple attended about 15 wed-
dings. They collected ideas, but Jenna states, “We wanted every-
thing about our wedding to be authentically us.” 

The couple set their wedding for September 17. Many of their 
guests stayed at the Grant Street Inn. “They are so easy to work with, 
it’s like calling a friend and asking if you can crash at their place,” 
Macey says. Nick’s English Hut hosted 60 for the rehearsal dinner.

On their wedding day, Royale Hair Parlor styled hair, and Ashley 
Thomas of AET Makeup applied cosmetics. Chris Johnson handled 
videography, and Lauren Wakefi eld served as photographer. 

A harvest theme enlivened the nuptials and reception at Syca-
more Farm. “We wanted someplace rustic and natural,” Jenna 
explains. Macey adds, “It had the perfect vibe, balancing elegance 
with the country fun we love.” Macey’s mother, Linda Chapman of 
Harvest Moon Flower Farm, arranged dahlias, zinnias, dusty miller, 
cockscombs, eucalyptus, and roses in shades of burgundy and cream. 

The 12 groomsmen wore vibrant blue suits customized by Andrew 
Davis Bespoke. Their marsala wine ties matched the eight brides-
maids’ high-necked, lace sheaths. It should be mentioned that Macey, a 
very sharp dresser, is the managing partner of Andrew Davis Clothiers.

Jenna’s twin sister and matron of honor, Jill Roth, was a newlywed 
herself. She shared her wedding veil and crafted a charm with their 
deceased mother’s picture to embellish the bride’s bouquet. Jenna’s fa-
ther, Jason Leichty, walked her down the aisle. Macey’s business part-
ner and best friend, attorney Andy Mallor, conducted the ceremony.

First Class Catering from Columbus, Indiana, customized a 
menu around short ribs and fried chicken. Jenna says, “Cooking at 
home is a passion of ours, so we wanted it to be like a home-cooked 
meal, but refi ned.” 

Appropriately enough, the fi rst dance was to an acoustic version 
of Neil Young’s “Harvest Moon,” performed by Macey’s sister, Anna 
Dale; her best friend, Noelle Wanchic; and groomsman Zac Catozzi. 
Later, the crowd whooped as Jenna and her father did a choreographed 
dance routine to “Treasure” by Bruno Mars. Midwest Sound DJ 

Jenna and her father, Jason Liechty, performed a dance routine to Bruno Mars’ “Treasure.” 

Macey and Jenna 
on the porch at 
Sycamore Farm. 

A tiny take-home potted succulent for each guest also provided table assignments. 
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Entertainment spun the rest of the dance music, sticking closely to 
a playlist Macey had labored over for months. Jenna found the Po-
laroid guest book to be a priceless and hilarious keepsake. Finally, a 
shuttle from Misguided Tours transported guests to Kilroy’s Sports 
Bar, where the party continued until 5 a.m.  

(above, left to right) The fi rst dance was an acoustic version of Neil Young’s “Harvest Moon,” performed by (l-r) Noelle Wanchic; Macey’s sister, Anna Dale; and groomsman Zac 
Catozzi; fi rst kiss as husband and wife; the romantic and rustic setting at Sycamore Farm.

Monday morning, Macey and Jenna fl ew to Ocho Rios, Jamaica, 
for a relaxing eight-day honeymoon. Then it was back to work: 
Macey at the men’s store, and Jenna at VisionQuest Eyecare in 
Greenwood, Indiana, where she is the associate optometrist.
—Erin Hollinden
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A   WeddingA   Wedding
in the woods

     hen the attractive woman who worked the 
front desk at Kerry Mitchell’s favorite New 
York City yoga studio smiled at him, Kerry 
was smitten. “I couldn’t believe I was get-
ting signals from such a beautiful woman,” 
the Ellettsville, Indiana, native remembers. 

The woman with the beautiful smile, 
Georgiya Djibirova, also recalls the mo-
ment. “I was fumbling at the desk and fi nally 

looked up to see Kerry’s smile. I felt a con-
nection right away.”

Not long after, the couple went on their 
fi rst date. More dates followed, and they 
started to see each other regularly — though 
not without some misunderstandings. The 
fi rst involved Georgiya’s age; the Bulgarian 
native was in her 20s, but Kerry, 45, had 
mistakenly thought she was 30-something. 

Photos by Alex & 
Rachel Weddings
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(opposite page) The wooded 
surroundings of McCormick’s 
Creek State Park were the per-
fect backdrop for Kerry Mitchell 
and Georgiya Djibirova’s wedding. 

(right) The couple met in New 
York City, but found the state 
park amphitheater to be ideal for 
their nuptials. 

(below) The amphitheater’s 
architecture suited Georgiya’s 
passion for sacred geometry. 
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The second misunderstanding: Georgiya 
didn’t realize Kerry, a religious studies 
professor, would be leaving the country — for 
an entire semester — just a few weeks after 
their fi rst date. 

“I knew that he had just come back from 
traveling, and I fi gured he had just had one 
semester abroad. I didn’t realize he traveled 
permanently,” Georgiya says. “But spending 
time together always was very organic, and 
we were very present when we were togeth-
er. Because we were present enough, I just 
wanted to experience it. I felt some degree of 
contentment just being together.”

When Kerry proposed, he asked Georgiya’s 
father, Nikolai Djibirov, a jeweler in New 
York City, to craft a ring representing Sri 
Yantra, a mystical diagram formed by nine 
interlocking triangles that surround and 
radiate out from a central point. Georgiya 
has a tattoo of Sri Yantra on her back. 
Nikolai also made Kerry’s wedding ring. It 
is engraved with a verse from Spanish poet 
Juan Ramón Jiménez: “Kisses and constel-
lations in a harmony of diamonds from a 
mine eternally discovered.” 

The couple originally thought they would 
be married in New York City, but quickly 
realized how expensive that would be for 
Georgiya’s relatives coming from Bulgaria. 
Instead, they made an unusual choice: Mc-
Cormick’s Creek State Park. 

Kerry had taken Georgiya to the park to 
show her where he had hiked while growing 

(top) Bridesmaids wore similar, but not identical, dress 
styles in coordinating, but not matching, colors. 

(above) Kerry and Georgiya were all smiles as they 
entered their reception. 

(opposite page) Georgiya’s father, Nikolai Djibirov, 
walked her down the steps to the ceremony. A jeweler, 
Nikolai designed the couple’s wedding rings. 
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up in Ellettsville. The wooded environment 
was the perfect backdrop for Kerry’s interest 
in spiritual attitudes and making natural 
surroundings available to everyone through 
state and national parks. The architecture 
of the park’s amphitheater suited Georgiya’s 
passion for sacred geometry. In fact, the 
placement and movement of the entire 
wedding processional was designed with Sri 
Yantra in mind. 

Georgiya’s dress was designed to show 
o�  her Sri Yantra tattoo. As the proprietor 
of her own line of knitwear, Gordji Designs, 
Georgiya knitted both the dress she wore at 
the reception and the “fi rst-look dress” that 
she wore when Kerry fi rst saw her on their 
wedding day.

The reception, also at McCormick’s 
Creek, was catered by Bloomington’s Cyn-
thia Moriarty and featured a colorful vegan 
meal for the 60 guests. The Flying Cupcake 
in Indianapolis made the wedding cake. 

“Food is sacred to us, and we always 
share words of love and commitment and 
gratitude every time we sit down for dinner 
together,” Kerry says. “We were so happy 
to have such fantastic, colorful, fl avorful, 
healthy food at the wedding. There is often 
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(top) Georgiya designed the dress she wore at the 
reception that perfectly frames her Sri Yantra tattoo. 

(middle, left) An assortment of pastel cakes. 

(middle, right) Simple greenery and fl oral arrangements 
of garden roses, baby’s breath, and lavender fi t the 
natural setting. 

(bottom) A vegan meal was catered by Bloomington’s 
Cynthia Moriarty.   

the thought that meat 
needs to be at the center 
of a meal, but Cynthia’s 
spread showed how rich 
and satisfying a meat-free 
meal can be.”

Cathy Teeters Beautiful 
Weddings supplied fl oral 
pieces using garden roses, 
baby’s breath, and laven-
der. DJ Dance Machine 
provided entertainment. 
—Sara Sheikh 
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